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Cosmopolitan and chic
best describe award-winning
jeweller, Nadine Aysoy
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ABOVE: Petite Tsarina choker
BELOW: Tsarina ring with a pink
sapphire and rhodolite and
Tsarina rhodolite earrings

nowing how to accessorise properly can save
any outfit and London’s best dressed are turning
to Nadine Aysoy to source those all important
finishing touches. The jeweller launched her eponymous
brand last year and has quickly become one of London’s go-tos
for her exquisite jewels, which she transforms into intriguing and
timeless designs. It was for these reasons that she recently won
the much-coveted ‘Editor’s Choice Award’ for her work.
Aysoy’s razor-sharp eye enables her to
create irresistible collections of high impact
jewellery; classic jewels that, on closer look,
transform into something more extravagant,
modern and chic. This is a designer who
understands her clients, and the consideration
that goes into every collections results in
sophisticated pieces for grown-ups, designed
to that last forever by transcending fashion.
She grew up in Antwerp and with diamonds
in her DNA; her grandfather, P. N. Ferstenberg,
was honored as ‘Dean of the Diamond Industry’.
It is fitting that her atelier and design team
are based at the heart of the diamond industry,
where she works to select gemstones and diamonds
to bring her designs to life.
With such heritage, it is no surprise that Aysoy
has created a unique and versatile collection of
jewellery. Inspired by the beauty of nature, there
are four core collections: Tsarina, Petite Tsarina,
Elle et Lui and Mille et une Feuilles.

Standout
pieces include
her award-winning
ring in the Mille et une Feuilles
collection, which features diamond
encrusted, golden ivy leaves that gently
wrap around the finger, forming a ring
across two fingers, and the glamorous
and transformable Tsarina collection.
A fashion editor favourite, these have
delicate diamonds to replicate frosted
snow, creating sensational chandelier
earrings in pale pink morganite, blue
topaz and pink sapphire that can easily
transform into a versatile earring stud.
The Petite Tsarina offers smaller and more
delicate pendants and rings.
Nadine Aysoy jewellery has caught
the attention of stylists and has
fast become a favourite jeweller for
red carpet appearances. Hermione
Corfield and Laura Whitmore were
both spotted wearing Nadine Aysoy
at the EE BAFTAs and fans include
Oscar-winning actress Julie Walters.
nadineaysoy.com

The Nadine Aysoy collection is available
from the following boutiques:
harveynichols.com; lamaisoncouture.com;
1stdibs.com; curatedbyvictoria.com
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